What is VocalArt?
Being Present – right now – with what Wants to come forth, from Inside
Being the Voice, for that which You Attune To
Being the Voice, for You
Being Fully Present–with Your Own True Essence—Your Own True Voice
Letting that be Your Sound
In word, In Presence, In Song
No Bounds

Creative
Expressive
Whole-body
Instrument
Connecting
Attuning
Feeling
Emoting
Being

VocalArt is like the “sound” of a Rainbow. The voice of the moment. The voice of vision.
It is spontaneous living song that comes from presence with the moment—giving voice to the vast
variations of organic sound—as varied as colors in the rainbow. VocalArt, uniquely presented by
Sharon Corsaro, is a present-moment experience of allowing oneself to be a vehicle
for the voice of what is. Similar to a prism being vehicle for light into color, Sharon
offers her body/self and voice, as vehicle for light into sound—giving voice to what IS.
VocalArt liberates, reminds us to feel, to be, to express, to be true to the
moment, to be true to ourselves. Spontaneous voice for that which exists
all around… and that which is held inside—sharing the unheard sound of all
things, with as wide a variance, as the varied nature of all things… The
sound that comes forth depends upon the focus of the moment… Is that
focus a tree? A human experience? A mountain? A person’s soul? The
pain of old grief? An old trauma held in one’s body? The joy of new life?
The sound of springtime? … A song of angels… The spirit of any one place? The
Earth herself? The voice—and the sound—is always changing… and with that change,
the voice brings to life, the light of what has been waiting… to move, to change, to be
brought alive and anew VocalArt—awakening and celebrating, the brilliance of NOW!
Sharon Corsaro developed her voice, and the unique body of work called VocalArt, over nearly 20 years of deep personal work
and teaching that led her around the country and across the world, sharing and learning from what was held within
— as she came to embody and know, her own true voice. She has shared her voice in many formats — as a powerful
healing tool, in performance, with groups, in creative expression, as sacred blessing for that which is
present, and as a potent catalyst for change. Today, she does all of this and more, as she explores new
ways of sharing the wisdom of what she has come to call, truly, sacred voice. Sharon is based in her
original home of Los Angeles, Calif., after spending many years living and traveling far and wide. She continues to grow a unique
consulting service to help others through empowered creative thinking, clarity and communication to reveal positive solutions in life,
business and community—while she develops expanded tools to share her varied works, more widely. For more information, please find
Sharon online at www.growing-gold.com or by phone or email at (310) 991-1998 and sharon@growing-gold.com.
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